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INTEGRALLY CLOSED SUBRINGS
OF AN INTEGRAL DOMAIN

BY

ROBERT GILMER AND JOE MOTTO

Abstract. Let D be an integral domain with identity having quotient field K. This

paper gives necessary and sufficient conditions on D in order that each integrally closed

subring of O should belong to some subclass of the class of integrally closed domains ;

some of the subclasses considered are the completely integrally closed domains,

Prüfer domains, and Dedekind domains.

1. The class of integrally closed domains contains several classes of domains

which are of fundamental importance in commutative algebra. Unique factoriza-

tion domains, Krull domains, domains of finite character, Prüfer domains, com-

pletely integrally closed domains, Dedekind domains, and principal ideal domains

are examples of such subclasses of the class of integrally closed domains. This paper

considers the problems of determining, conversely, necessary and sufficient con-

ditions on an integral domain with identity in order that each of its integrally

closed subrings should belong to some subclass of the class of integrally closed

domains. An example of a typical result might be Theorem 2.3: If J is an integral

domain with identity having quotient field K, then conditions (1) and (2) are

equivalent. (1) Each integrally closed subring of J is completely integrally closed.

(2) Either J has characteristic 0 and K is algebraic over the field of rational numbers

or J has characteristic p^O and K has transcendence degree at most one over its

prime subfield. If J is integrally closed, then conditions (1) and (2) are equivalent

to: (3) Each integrally closed subring of J with quotient field K is completely

integrally closed.

In considering characterizations of integral domains with identity for which

every integrally closed subring is Dedekind or almost Dedekind (§3), we are led

to use some results of W. Krull to prove Theorem 4.1, which establishes the

existence of, as well as a method for constructing, a field with certain specified

valuations. We then use this theorem to construct an example of an infinite separable

algebraic extension field K of iIv(X) such that the integral closure J of fIp[A'] in K
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has the property that each integrally closed subring of J is Dedekind, while not

every integrally closed subring of K is Dedekind.

2. The case of completely integrally closed subrings. If D is an integral domain

with quotient field K, an element x in K is said to be almost integral over D if each

power of x belongs to some finite Z)-submodule of K; this is equivalent to the

condition that for some nonzero element d of D, dxn e D for each positive integer

n. D is said to be completely integrally closed (c.i.c.) if each element of K almost

integral over D is in D. Completely integrally closed domains are characterized

as those integral domains with identity for which the monoid of divisor classes is

a group [2, p. 5]. Any completely integrally closed domain is integrally closed, but

the converse fails; in fact, a nontrivial valuation ring is c.i.c. if and only if it has

rank 1 [13, p. 170].

We begin by seeking to characterize those integral domains D with identity for

which every integrally closed subring is c.i.c. Such a characterization will be basic

to further development since unique factorization domains, Krull domains, and

Dedekind domains, for example, are representable as intersections of families of

rank one valuation rings, and are therefore c.i.c.

Theorem 2.1. Let J be an integrally closed domain which is not a field. There

exists a subring D ofJ[{XA}] with these two properties:

(1) D andJ[{XA}] have the same quotient field.

(2) D is integrally closed, but not c.i.c.

Proof. Let M be a maximal ideal of J and set D=J+M[{XX}]. We show that

D satisfies (1) and (2). ./[{A^}] and M[{Xh}] have the same quotient field, for

M[{X)}] is a nonzero ideal of ./[{.JGJ]; hence D and ./[{^a}] have the same quotient

field. Since /[{A'À}] is integrally closed, (2) holds for D if D is integrally closed in

^[{^a}]- But F> is integrally closed in J[{XK}] because M[{X¡)] is a common ideal of

D and J[{XA}] and D/M[{XÁ}]-J/M is integrally closed in J[{XA]/M[{XK}]

~(J/M)[{XÁ}] [17, p. 34].
Remark. If A is an ideal of a commutative ring R and if {XA} is a set of indeter-

minates over R, it can be shown in general that R + (\/A)[{XA}] is the integral

closure of R + A [{XA}] in R[{XK}]. Hence if R is an integrally closed domain, then

R + A[{XA}] is integrally closed if and only if A = \/A.

In the remainder of this paper, we use Z to denote the ring of integers, Q to

denote the field of rational numbers, and np to denote the finite field with p elements.

Theorem 2.2. Let J be an integral domain with identity having quotient field K

and suppose that each integrally closed subring of J is c.i.c. IfJ has characteristic 0,

then K/Q is algebraic. IfJ has characteristic p^O, then the transcendence degree of

K over flp (tr.d. K/Ylp) is at most 1. If J is integrally closed, then the preceding

sentence is valid under the weaker assumption that each integrally closed subring of J

with quotient field K is c.i.c.
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Proof. If y has characteristic 0 and if K/Q is not algebraic, then we can choose an

element X in / transcendental over Q. Then by Theorem 2.1 Z[X], and hence /,

contains an integrally closed subring which is not c.i.c, contrary to hypothesis.

It follows that K/Q is algebraic if J has characteristic 0. Similarly, Theorem 2.1

shows that a polynomial ring in two indeterminates over Ifp contains a subring

which is integrally closed but not c.i.c. Consequently, if J has characteristic p j= 0,

thentr.d. K/l\p=l.

If y is integrally closed, we consider the case when /has characteristic^ ^ 0; the

resolution of the case when /has characteristic 0 is similar. Thus if tr.d. £/IIp> 1,

then we can choose a transcendence basis B for K/l~\v as a subset of J [21, p. 99].

Then Theorem 2.1 shows that there is an integrally closed subring D of np[B] with

quotient field IIP(£) such that D is not c.i.c. Since £/n„(£) is algebraic, the integral

closure D' of D in K has quotient field K. Further, D'çj since ££/ and / is

integrally closed. Finally, D'n Ylp(B) = D so that D' is not c.i.c. since each

element of Xlp(B) — D which is almost integral over D is also an element of K— D'

which is almost integral over £»'. It follows that if J has characteristic p^O and ii

each integrally closed subring of J with quotient field £ is c.i.c, then tr.d. £/TIpá 1.

Theorem 2.3. IfJ is an integral domain with identity having quotient field K, then

these conditions are equivalent.

(1) Each integrally closed subring of J is c.i.c.

(2) Either J has characteristic 0 and K/Q is algebraic or J has characteristic p^O

and tr.d. £/LTp^l.

IfJ is integrally closed, then (1) and (2) are equivalent to

(3) Each integrally closed subring of J with quotient field K is c.i.c.

Proof. (1)^(2). Theorem 2.2.

(2) -h.- (1). If (2) holds, then each subring of K has dimension at most one [7,

Theorem 5], and hence each valuation subring of K is c.i.c. Since any integrally

closed subring D of K is an intersection of valuation subrings of K, it follows that

any.such D is c.i.c. In particular, (2) holds.

If/ is integrally closed, it is obvious that (1) implies (3), and the converse follows

from Theorem 2.2.

Remarks. Given an integral domain D with identity, D need not contain an

integrally closed subring having the same quotient field which D has. This is true,

for example, if D has characteristic 0, is integral over Z, and is not integrally closed.

Hence condition (3) of Theorem 2.3 does not imply conditions (1) and (2) for an

arbitrary integral domain with identity.

Using results from [7] and [9, §16], it follows that for a field /, conditions (l)-(3)

of Theorem 2.3 are equivalent to each of these conditions: (4) Each valuation ring

on / has rank ^ 1. (5) Each valuation subring of / has rank S 1. (6) Each subring

of / with identity has dimension = 1.
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3. Some domains of classical ideal theory. Among the subclasses of the class of

integrally closed domains are the classes of Prüfer domains, Krull domains, almost

Dedekind domains(2), and Dedekind domains. In fact, these last three classes are

contained in the class of completely integrally closed domains. In this section we

seek conditions on a domain with identity in order that each of its integrally closed

subrings belong to one of the four subclasses previously mentioned. It is interesting

to note that in considering the condition that each integrally closed subring be

either Dedekind or Krull, we are led to a universal property on subrings that is

independent of integral closure, namely, the Noetherian condition; see Theorem

3.4 in this connection.

Our first considerations are of the case of Prüfer domains. Theorem 3.1 uses this

terminology: We say that an integral domain D with identity satisfies the QR-

property if each overring of D is a quotient ring of D. Domains with the QR-

property were first considered in [10] and in [5]; in [18], Pendleton proved that D

has the (2£-ProPerty ¡f ar>d only if D is Prüfer and the radical of each finitely

generated ideal of D is the radical of a principal ideal of D.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that J is an integral domain with identity having quotient

field K. The following conditions are equivalent.

(1) Each integrally closed subring of J is a Prüfer domain.

(2) Either K has characteristic 0 and K/Q is algebraic or Khas characteristicp^§

and tr.d. K/Up^ I.

(3) Each integrally closed subring of J is c.i.c.

(4) Each integrally closed subring of K has the QR-property.

(5) Each integrally closed subring of J has the QR-property.

Proof. (1) -*■ (2). It is known that if D is a Prüfer domain and a Krull domain,

then D is Dedekind and therefore has dimension at most 1 [9, p. 525]. Z[X] and

fl„[X, Y] are two-dimensional UFD's, and hence they are Krull domains. We

conclude, therefore, that if (1) holds, then (2) also holds.

(2) <-> (3). Theorem 2.3.

(2) -* (4). [5, p. 202].
Clearly (4) implies (5), and (5) implies (1) since a domain with the g£-property

is Prüfer [10, p. 99].

Theorem 3.2. Let J be an integral domain with identity having quotient field K.

These conditions are equivalent.

(1) Each integrally closed subring of K is almost Dedekind.

(2) Each integrally closed subring of K with quotient field K is almost Dedekind.

(2) An almost Dedekind domain is an integral domain D with identity such that DM is a

Noetherian valuation ring for each maximal ideal M of D; see [8] or [9, §29].
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(3) FacA valuation ring on K is Noetherian.

(A) Either K has characteristic 0, K/Q is algebraic, and the integral closure ofiZ

in K is almost Dedekind, or K has characteristic p^O, tr.d. K/Up ¿ 1, and in the case

where tr.d. A'/np= 1, there is a transcendence basis Xfor K/\lp such that the integral

closures Dy and D2 of np[A'] and ITP[1/A'], respectively, in K are almost Dedekind.

If K has characteristic 0 and if J is integrally closed, then (I) is equivalent to

(5) FacA integrally closed subring of J with quotient field K is almost Dedekind.

Proof. (1) -»■ (2) is clear, and (2) implies (3) since an almost Dedekind valuation

ring must be Noetherian.

(3) ->• (4). If K has characteristic 0, then K/Q is algebraic by Theorem 2.3. If Z'

is the integral closure of Z in K, then Z' is a one-dimensional Prüfer domain by

Theorem 3.1, so that (Z')M is a Noetherian valuation ring on K for each maximal

ideal M of Z'. It follows that Z' is almost Dedekind. The proof in the case when A'

has characteristic p^O is entirely analogous to the case when K has characteristic

0, and in fact it is true that if tr.d. K/Up= 1, then for any transcendence basis Y

for K/Up, the integral closure of IIP[ Y] in K is almost Dedekind.

(4) —> (I). We first consider the case when K has characteristic 0. If D is an in-

tegrally closed subring of K, then /)', the integral closure of D in K, has quotient

field K. Further, if D' is almost Dedekind, then so is D [12, p. 750]. Hence, we can

assume that D has quotient field K. By Theorem 3.1, D is a one-dimensional Prüfer

domain (we exclude the case when D = K). Hence DM is a rank one valuation ring

for each maximal ideal M of D. If K has characteristic 0, then DM is an overring of

the integral closure Z' ofZin K; if K has characteristicp¥=0, then DM is an overring

of either /)» or D2. In any case, DM is rank one discrete since Z', Dy, and D2 are

assumed to be almost Dedekind and any overring of an almost Dedekind domain

is almost Dedekind [8, p. 816]. Hence, D is almost Dedekind.

That (1) implies (5) is patent. If (5) holds, then Theorem 3.1 shows that K/Q is

algebraic. Further, the integral closure Z' of Z in A" is a subring of J with quotient

field K, and is therefore almost Dedekind.

Corollary 3.3. IfJ is an integrally closed domain with quotient field K such that

each integrally closed subring ofiJ with quotient field K is almost Dedekind, then each

integrally closed subring of J is almost Dedekind.

Proof. If y has characteristic 0, then Theorem 3.2 yields Corollary 3.3. If J has

characteristicp^0, then by Theorem 3.1, tr.d. K/Hp^ 1. If D is an integrally closed

subring of J, then either D is a field or the transcendence degree of the quotient

field of D over np is 1. In this latter case, the integral closure D' of D in K is an

integrally closed subring of J with quotient field K. Thus D', and hence D, is almost

Dedekind.

We shall show, in Example 4.2, that an integrally closed domain J of char-

acteristic p t¿ 0 can have the property that each integrally closed subring of J is a
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Dedekind domain, while K, the quotient field of/, admits a rank one nondiscrete

valuation ring.

Theorem 3.4. Suppose that J is an integrally closed domain with quotient field K

and that ¿f is the family of integrally closed subrings ofj with quotient field K. These

conditions are equivalent.

(1) Each D in SP is Dedekind.

(2) Each D in SP is Noetherian.

(3) Each D in SP is a Krull domain.

(A) Each integrally closed subring of J is a Dedekind domain.

If J has characteristic 0, then conditions (l)-(4) are equivalent to each of the

following conditions.

(5) The integral closure ofZ in K is Dedekind.

(6) Each integrally closed subring of K is Dedekind.

Proof. The proof of the equivalence of (1) and (4)-(6) proceeds as in the proof

of Theorem 3.2, once we recall the following result due to Heinzer [12, p. 750]: If

£»0 is an integrally closed domain with quotient field K0, if Kx is an algebraic extension

field of K0, and if Dx is the integral closure of £»0 m £i>tnen £0 is Dedekind if Dx

is Dedekind.

We establish the equivalence of (l)-(3). It is clear that (1) implies (2) and (2)

implies (3) since a Noetherian integrally closed domain is a Krull domain. If (3)

holds, then each D in SP is c.i.c. since a Krull domain is c.i.c. Then Theorems 2.3

and 3.1 show that each D in S has dimension = 1. Since a Krull domain of dimen-

sion :£ 1 is a Dedekind domain [22, p. 84], it follows that (1) holds.

Theorem 3.5. Suppose that K is a field of characteristic p^Q of transcendence

degree 1 over np. These conditions are equivalent.

(1) Each integrally closed subring of K is Dedekind.

(2) There is a transcendence basis Xfor K/Ylp such that the integral closures Dx

and D2 ofTlp[X] and Up[l/X], respectively, in Kare Dedekind domains.

Proof. We prove that (2) implies (1). By Theorem 3.4, it suffices to show that

if D is an integrally closed subring of K with quotient field K, then D is a Dedekind

domain. Further, D is almost Dedekind by Theorem 3.2. If V is a valuation ring on

K, then V contains X or l/X, and hence V contains Dx or £»2. It follows that

3PX u ¡F2 is the family of nontrivial valuation rings on K, where ^ is the family

of nontrivial valuation overrings of Dt. Because Dx and D2 are Dedekind domains,

the family ^uJ2 has finite character. D is the intersection of a subfamily of

Jj u ^2, and hence D is a Krull domain. Consequently, D is Dedekind.

Remark. Let £ be an algebraic field extension of np. Then F[X] is the integral

closure of Tlp[X] in F(X) for any indeterminate X over £. By Theorem 3.5, each

integrally closed subring of F(X) is a Dedekind domain. But by Theorem 4 of [7],

each subring of F(X) is Noetherian if and only if [£: np] is finite.
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4. A construction of fields with certain specified valuations. In order to obtain

an example of an integrally closed domain J with quotient field K such that each

integrally closed subring of J is Dedekind, while K admits a rank one nondiscrete

valuation ring, we consider in this section the problem of constructing an extension

field K of np(X) such that the set of valuation rings on K is, in some sense, specified.

In this connection, we use the following statement (*), which is a consequence

of Lemma 4.2 of [1].

(*) Let {t/¡}j = 1, {Vi}l=y, and {Wi}\ = y be three finite collections of rank one discrete

valuation rings on afield K and suppose that each of these valuation rings has finite

residue field. Assume also that there is an infinite collection of rank one discrete

valuation rings on K. Then there exists a separable quadratic extension field K(t) of K

such that each U¡ is inertial with respect to K(t), each Vt ramifies with respect to

K(t), and each W¡ decomposes with respect to K't).

Our terminology in (*) is as follows. If F is a valuation ring on a field K and if

K(t) is a separable quadratic extension field of K, then it is known that one of three

cases occurs (see [4, p. 1] or [20, p. 43]): (1) Khas a unique extension IF to K(t);

W and V have the same value group, and the residue field of IF is a quadratic

extension of the residue field of V. In this case we say that V is inertial with respect

to K(t). (2) V has a unique extension W to K(t); W and V have the same residue

field, and the value group of V is a subgroup of the value group of W of index 2.

Under these conditions we say that V ramifies with respect to K(t). (3) V has two

extensions Wy, W2 to K(t); W¡ has the same value group and the same residue

field that V has. This is the case where V decomposes with respect to K(t).

Result (*) is a special case of a much more general result [14] due to Krull, who

considered the following question. Suppose that {Vt}k=y is a family of rank one

discrete valuation rings on a field K, and suppose that F¡ has value group G¡ and

residue field A, for each ;'. For 1 ¿ / = /V, suppose that a set {G^Ly of totally ordered

abelian groups containing G¡ as a subgroup of finite index is given, and that a

collection {Aiy}J'=1 of finite algebraic extension fields of A¡ is given. Suppose further

that 2?=i [Aw: A1][Gi/:Gi]=« for each i between 1 and k. Does there exist an

«-dimensional separable extension field F of A" such that for l^/'^/V, V{ has r¡

extensions Vn, ..., Vir. to F, where Vtj has residue field Aw and value group GI;?

Among the sufficient conditions which Krull gives in order that the answer to this

question be affirmative are that either (1) or (2) holds: (1) Some r¡ is one. (2) There

exists a rank one discrete valuation ring V on K distinct from each V¡.

For a historical development of the above material of Krull, as well as extensions

of Krull's results, see [6].

Theorem 4.1. Suppose that ^ is a countably infinite collection of rank one

discrete valuation rings on afield K, that each element ofc€ has finite residue field,

and that % = Uf= i *%\ is a partitioning of W into six subsets, some of which may be

empty. There is an infinite separable extension field L of K such that each element of
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ifj has only finitely many extensions to L, each of which is discrete; each element of

^2 has only finitely many extensions to L, each of which is nondiscrete; each element

oftf3 has infinitely many extensions to L, each of which is discrete; each element of

^4 has infinitely many extensions to L, all of which are nondiscrete; each element

oftf5 has only finitely many extensions to L, some of which are discrete and some of

which are nondiscrete ; and each element of <&6 has infinitely many extensions to L,

some of these extensions being discrete, while others are nondiscrete.

Proof. For each i, let <€i = {KfJ}"= x. By (*), there is a separable quadratic extension

field Kx = K(tx) of K such that Vxx is inertial with respect to Kx, V2X ramifies with

respect to Kx, while V3X, ViX, V5X, and Vex decompose with respect to Kx. (If any

#i is empty, we delete the reference to ViX.) We now reapply (*) to the family of

valuations on Kx which are extensions to Kx of some ViX or Vi2. This is a finite

family of rank one discrete valuation rings on Kx, each having finite residue field,

and since <& is infinite, the family of rank one discrete valuation rings on Kx is

infinite. By (*), we can choose a separable quadratic extension field K2 = Kx(t2)

= K(tx, t2) of Kx such that these conditions hold: Each extension to Kx of Vxx or

VX2 is inertial with respect to £2. Each extension to Kx of V2X or V22 or VIX or Vi2

ramifies with respect to £2. Each extension to Kx of V3X or V32 or V52 or V62

decomposes with respect to £2. Of the two extensions V$, V^ of V5X to Kx and

of the two extensions V$ and V¡¡f of Vex to Kx, we require that V$ be inertial with

respect to £2, that Vffl and V^ ramify with respect to £2, and that V$ decompose

with respect to £2. We now reapply (*) to the family of valuation rings on £2 which

are extensions to £2 of some V(j, where j is 1, 2, or 3. There is a separable quadratic

extension field K3 = K2(t3) = K(tx, t2, t3) of £2 such that these conditions hold:

Each extension to £2 of Vxx, VX2, or VX3 is inertial with respect to K3. Each exten-

sion to £2 of V2X, V22, or V23 ramifies with respect to K3. Each extension to £2 of

any of the valuations V3X, V32, V33, Vix, Vi2, Vi3, V53, or V63 decomposes with

respect to K3. We require that the unique extension of V$ to £2 be inertial with

respect to K3, that the unique extensions to £2 of V^f and V$ ramify with respect

to K3, and that each of the extensions to £2 of V(6f decomposes with respect to K3.

Finally, each of Vb2 and V62 have at least two extensions to £2 (since each extension

to Kx of K52 or V62 decomposes with respect to £2). Let Vffl be one of the extensions

of Vj2 to £2 for 7= 5 or 6. We require that V$ be inertial with respect to K3, that

V$ ramify with respect to K3, that each extension to £2 of V52 other than V$

ramifies with respect to K3, and that each extension to K2 of V62 other than V^

decomposes with respect to K3.

The scheme of our construction is either apparent by now or it can be readily

discerned by constructing a diagram indicating decomposition, inertia, or ramifi-

cation at each stage. Continuing, we obtain an infinite separable extension field

L = K(tx, t2, t3, ...) of K satisfying the requirements of Theorem 4.1. While the

verification that the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 holds for the field £ is rather long
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and detailed, it is nevertheless routine and follows standard lines of argument

concerning extensions of valuations, such as may be found in [22, §§11, 12].

It should be noted that according to the construction outlined in the proof of

Theorem 4.1, Kn and V21 will have unique extensions to F. Moreover, of the

extensions of a given element V5i to F, only one is discrete, while only one of the

extensions of a given element V6i to F is nondiscrete. The vast possibilities for

modifying this particular outcome should be obvious. For example, if S'y is a

finite subset of #»., we could require that F be such that each element of SPy has a

unique extension to F.

Example 4.2. We give an example of an infinite separable algebraic extension

field K of IIP(A') such that the integral closure / of np[A'] in K has the property

that each integrally closed subring of / is a Dedekind domain, while K admits a

rank one nondiscrete valuation ring. The set of nontrivial valuation rings on IIP(A')

is #1 u 'if 2, where #». is the family of p(Ar)-adic valuation rings on UP(X), p(X)

running over a complete set of nonassociate irreducible polynomials in np[A'], and

where #2 contains only the (l/A^-adic valuation ring of IIP[1/A'] [22, p. 39]. Since

np[A'] is countable, "if», is also countable, and #». is infinite—say <£y = {Vi}ic=y. We

let <tf2 = {F0}. By Theorem 4.1, there exists an infinite separable extension field K

of np(A') such that each element of ^ has only finitely many extensions to K, each

of which is rank one discrete, while V0 has (by the construction in the proof of

Theorem 4.1) a unique extension W0 to K, where WQ is not discrete. It then follows

that J, the integral closure of TIP[X] in A' is a Dedekind domain [1, p. 142]. We

observe that J is the only integrally closed subring of J with quotient field K. Thus

if D is an integrally closed subring of K with quotient field K, then D is the inter-

section of its set of valuation overrings. Any valuation ring on ^contains Xor l/X,

and hence contains J or W0. Since J n W0 is the algebraic closure of IIP in K

[9, Theorem 16.7, p. 212], J n W0 does not have quotient field K. Therefore

/)$ W0, and we conclude that D=J. We have proved that each integrally closed

subring of J with quotient field K is a Dedekind domain; by Theorem 3.4, each

integrally closed subring of J is Dedekind.

Remark. We conjecture that domains of the type occurring in Example 4.2 are

essentially the only integrally closed domains J such that every integrally closed

subring of J is Dedekind, while not every integrally closed subring of K, the

quotient field of J, is Dedekind. To be more explicit, Theorem 3.4 shows that such

a domain J is necessarily of characteristic p ^ 0, and the transcendence degree of K

over IIP is necessarily 1. Hence if X e J, X transcendental over np, then the integral

closure of flp[X] in A"is Dedekind. By Theorem 3.5, the integral closure of Ilp[l/A']

in A'is not Dedekind, and this implies that V0, the (l/À^-adic valuation on np(A'),

either has infinitely many extensions to K or it has an extension to K which is not

discrete. We conjecture that what is, in fact, true is that V0 has a unique extension

to K, and this extension is not discrete. That this condition is sufficient to imply that

each integrally closed subring of the integral closure of Tlp[X] in K is Dedekind
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follows as in the presentation of Example 4.2. To prove our conjecture (that is, to

prove that this condition is also necessary), it would suffice to prove the following:

If £ is a finite algebraic extension field of UP(X) such that V0 has more than one

extension to £, then for any extension W0 of V0 to £, the quotient field of D n W0

is not algebraic over np; here D denotes the integral closure of IIp[Ar] in £.

5. Some further results. The class of integrally closed domains contains several

important subclasses other than those which we have already considered. In this

section we state some results concerning the characterization problems for certain

of these subclasses. Since almost all of the methods of proof of these results have

already appeared in §§2, 3, no proofs are presented in this section.

Theorem 5.1. Let J be an integral domain with identity. Each integrally closed

subring of J is a PID if and only if each integrally closed subring of J is a UFD.

Remark. The characterization given in Theorem 5.1 is not very satisfactory.

For example, when / is an algebraic number field, then the conditions of Theorem

5.1 are equivalent to the assertion that the class number of each subfield of/is 1.

Even when [J:Q] is finite, no such characterization of such fields is known in

algebraic number theory.

The class number of each subfield of Q(\/~ 19) is 1, so that each integrally

closed subring of Q(\/— 19) is a PID, but the integral closure of Z in Q(\f —19)

is not a Euclidean domain [15, p. 1144]. Hence, the conditions of Theorem 5.1 do

not imply that each integrally closed subring of / is a Euclidean domain. Again,

the classification of those finite algebraic number fields such that each integrally

closed subring is Euclidean is an open problem in algebraic number theory.

A Krull domain is the classical example of a domain which is defined as a family

of valuation rings satisfying certain axioms. Several generalizations of the notion

of a Krull domain have appeared in the literature and have proved to be significant.

Among these generalizations are the concepts of a domain of finite character, a

domain of finite real character, a domain of Krull type, and a generalized Krull

domain. (See [19], [16], [11], [9, §35], and [3] for definitions and pertinent results.)

We consider these concepts in Theorem 5.2.

Theorem 5.2. Let K be a field and let SP be the family of integrally closed sub-

rings of K with quotient field K. These conditions are equivalent.

(1) Each D in SP is a generalized Krull domain.

(2) Each D in S" is a Prüfer domain of finite real character with dimension at most

one.

(3) Each D in SP is a domain of finite real character.

(4) Either K has characteristic 0, K/Q is algebraic, and the integral closure ofZ

in K is a generalized Krull domain, or K has characteristic p + 0, tr.d. £/np ■- 1, and

in the case when tr.d. K/Up= 1, then for any transcendence basis X for K/Up, the

integral closures in K of Tip[X] and flJl/AT] are generalized Krull domains.
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(5) FflcA D in Sf is of Krull type.

(6) FacA D in £>* is of finite character.

The methods required to establish all the implications of Theorem 5.2 except the

implication (6) -> (4) have already appeared in §§2, 3, so we omit the proof of

Theorem 5.2. To show that (6) -»■ (4) it is sufficient to prove that if F is a non-

trivial valuation ring on a field F with residue field A not algebraic over its prime

subfield, then there is an integrally closed subring D of F with quotient field F such

that D is not of finite character. The result in the preceding sentence can be estab-

lished by using the construction appearing in Appendix 2 of [9].
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